
Teacher BYOD
Wifi-
We opened staffLink to all staff. With this you can bring personal laptops on campus. When
you connect, it will prompt you for your school Windows logon information. Currently this is not
restricted to a single device but please be respectful and only connect necessary devices.
School devices should not be connected to staffLink.

The internet filtering will be based on whoever's credentials are used to connect, so please be
mindful of who will use your connected device. We do not recommend ever letting a student on
to staffLink due to the more relaxed filtering. Your school Windows logon information has to be
changed every 3 months. After changing your password on a school device, you must
update the password on your staffLink connection. If not, the device will continue using your
old password and can lock you out of the school connected computer.

Depending on the device, it may ask for more than just your school Windows login information
or you may need to go into the WiFi settings to change the following options: Ignore/do not
validate the certificate, PEAP as the method, and MSCHAPv2 as the authentication. Most
devices do not ask for this, but wanted to provide the extra information in the off chance that it
does. The IT department can't touch personal devices, but we will assist the best we can with
connecting and school based accounts.

Printing-
Please follow the link below for setting up BYOD printing using mobility print. At the bottom of
the website you will find the individual procedures for setting this up depending on the platform
you use.  Mac OS and iOS are a little different, so please be aware of those. This will only work
on staffLink. Since this is on a personal device we can't support it, but if you have trouble we
can ensure the server is working properly, and that the service for that particular platform is
working as it should.

http://GPSPrintSrv2:9163/setup

After mobility print is set up, when you print, please choose the Ricoh Printers with the Green
box White "P" (for PaperCut) to use mobility printing. At that point it will prompt you to login and
there are two ways to accomplish this. Either use school network ID and password, or sign-in
with a school Google account.  A Google Sign-in is the recommended way, but you can use
either. You can then continue to print at any Ricoh copy machine in the district.

http://gpsprintsrv2:9163/setup

